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Summary and Recommendations 

Service delivery most often requires both assets and activities.  
Levels of service (LOS) is defined by what the customer 
receives in the form of outcomes. Customer outcomes are 
measured by the performance of assets, and by activities that 
support the service and the assets. 
 
To begin developing levels of service, the Town should focus on 
asset performance (e.g. condition) initially rather than the more 
comprehensive suite of program and activity indicators.  
 
An initial focus on asset based indicators – condition and asset 
sustainability – is recommended since the Town’s levels of 
service model is in its initial state.  
 
The Town can continue with its current practices for service 
delivery while focusing on developing and measuring the asset 
based indicators. 

The Town’s asset 
management strategy 
outlines a sequence of 
projects to strengthen and 
improve asset management 
practices in the Town. Levels 
of service is the first project 
to be completed in the 
strategy. The results from 
the project align with findings 
from the strategy.  
Moving forward, the strategy 
should be updated to reflect 
the findings from the level of 
service model project. 
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The start of the first phase was delayed, and not all 
projects have been started. So the overall time frame 
will be extended. In addition findings from the level of 
service project also influence which and how projects 
should be worked on next. 

Governance Decision 
Making 

Maintenance 
Management Optimizing  

2017 2018 2019 2020 + 

Organization 
Frameworks 

Lifecycle model 
Asset strategies 

O&M practices 
CMMS Technology 

Advanced asset 
management model 

1 2 3 4 

The asset management strategy is based on four phases and a 5- year time 
frame. 

Summary and Recommendations 
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Next steps for technical practices 

 With respect to levels of service, the main 
challenges moving forward relate to data for 
indicators; whether it is currently collected, 
how it may be collected to simplify reporting, 
and whether current asset management 
practices are advanced enough to generate 
meaningful data.   
 Since the level of service model development 
will focus on asset based indicators, the data 
and underlying practices that support 
measurement of condition and asset 
sustainability are the focus for improvement.  

 Integrating the asset management strategy 
and findings from levels of service, the next 
steps should consider: 
q  Asset hierarchy: finalize the service 

hierarchy and integrate with financial 
system reporting 

q  Inventory: improve inventory data focusing 
on physical data (length, material etc.)  
and methods to estimate replacement cost 

q  Asset sustainability: set targets and 
develop the financial analysis linked to 
service levels  

Summary and Recommendations 
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Next steps for management practices 

 The current Town practice includes service 
delivery performance measurement – cost 
analysis, efficiency improvements, etc.  
 The Town is not yet ready to adopt the levels 
of service model as the primary means by 
which the Town will measure service levels. 
This would require a major shift in business 
approach whereas the current practices 
sufficiently meet the Town’s current objectives.  
 Thus the focus on levels of service 
performance measurement at the asset level 
is appropriate. 

 One of the main challenges for any strategic 
planning process is managing the change 
during implementation of identified 
improvements. To help with successful 
implementation and adoption of levels of 
service, the key recommendation is to 
improve integration with, by or of: 
q  Staff annual performance objectives  
q  Asset replacement fund categories 
q  Service bundle categories 
q  Service Pricing Policy 

Summary and Recommendations 
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 An AMP provides the 
roadmap for achieving value 
from assets by describing 
how the assets and service 
are managed to optimize 
cost, risk and performance. 
In Ontario a focus of AMPs 
is the relationship between 
three key components in the 
roadmap – state of the 
assets, asset strategy, and 
level of service. 

Asset Management is not about just managing the assets for their own 
sakes. It is about deriving value from the assets in a structured and 
predictable way. Asset management plans (AMP) define the activities that 
are currently in place, and that are necessary to realize an organization’s 
objectives.  

section 01 
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What we mean by levels of service 

Levels of service (LOS) is defined by what the customer 
receives. It is measured by the customer outcomes, by the 
performance of assets, and by activities that support the service 
and the assets.   

 Customer centric asset management is really about service 
delivery. It is knowing what levels of service customers expect, 
and what they are willing to pay for. Having an understanding of 
customer expectations for the service and the assets that 
support them, is an important part of sustainability.  

Levels of service is a balance of the cost, risk and benefits of 
the service provided, based on the performance of the assets, 
and the performance of activities supporting assets and 
delivering services. 

  

section 01 

Figure: Balancing levels of service 
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Service delivery most often requires both assets and activities.  

Core Activities 

 

Assets 

Lifecycle Activities 

section 01 

Asset Based Level of Service 

Type and extent of 
Cycling Lanes 
provided 

•  Protected: delineated space 
preventing cars from 
infringing on that space [12 
km] 

•  Striped: painted bike lane of 
where cyclists should be on 
the road [22 km] 

Overall condition Condition Rating maintained [B 
or Good ] 

Activity Based Level of Service 
Condition 
assessment 

Frequency that assets are 
inspected [annual ] 

Line painting 
Frequency that lines are 
repainted [when condition is 
less than B] 

Program 

Traffic Safety: promoting cycle 
lanes are meant to create safer 
conditions both for people 
biking and people driving 

Levels of Service: Cycling Lanes (example) 
4 
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Why we should measure levels of 
service 

Levels of service is a legislated 
requirement. 
 
 The Ontario government has both existing and 
proposed legislation for asset management 
and levels of service. By 2020, a plain 
language explanation of the current levels of 
service would be required. Capital and 
operating expenditures to maintain the current 
levels of service also need to be estimated 
over the long term. 

 The approach to developing the service cost 
estimate would be documented and based on 
the lifecycle management activities expected.  

 Levels of service supports accountable 
service delivery and transparent funding 
decisions. 

 Through better definition of services it’s 
possible to know what service outcomes are 
provided to the community, and at what cost.  
This helps determine the investment in 
infrastructure renewal that will sustain the 
asset condition that provides the outcomes 
the community expects.  

 Best practice infrastructure planning and 
investment is evidence based,  and 
transparently linked to levels of service.  

    
section 01 
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Developing asset based levels of 
service 

In general across Canada, current funding 
levels are insufficient to meet infrastructure 
reinvestment needs. The net effect is a 
chronic deficiency in capital budgets to the 
point that infrastructure, both current and new 
is rapidly deteriorating.  
 
Levels of service assist and support decision 
making and investment planning related to 
planning, development, operation, 
maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement 
of municipal infrastructure. Cost forecasting 
assesses the total capital and long-term 
operation and maintenance costs.  
 

 Adopted from Developing Levels of Service,2003, Federation of Canadian Municipalities and NRC 
section 01 

1. Define the assets 

2. Define current reinvestment 

3. Evaluate current levels of service 

4. Define range for levels of service 

5. Forecast costs to provide long-term LOS 

6. Evaluate risk of reducing LOS 

7. Establish levels of service 
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Evaluating cost of services 

 The purpose of costing is to provide 
information to make better decisions in 
several areas:  
q  Analyzing the efficiency of municipal 

services  
q  Making budget decisions  
q  Setting fees for and determining 

interdepartmental charges 
q  Setting levels of service 
 The cost of service can be measured by the 
output that describes the amount of a service 
provided. The key to defining output and unit 
costs is to choose measures, which provide 
useful information for the particular study 
being conducted.   

 Example: 

 In analyzing the cost of road plowing, we are 
more interested in the cost per lane-kilometer 
than the cost per road paved.   
 The cost per road paved varies greatly with 
the length and width of the road. In contrast, 
calculating the cost per lane-kilometer allows 
us to estimate average costs for the town as a 
whole.  
 Total length km = 245  
 No of lanes =mostly 2, sometimes 3 or 4 
 Total Lane km = 535 

 Reference: Costing Municipal Services Workbook and Case Study, Massachusetts Department of Revenue 
section 01 
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Service delivery by municipal 
government  
 Canada’s cities and towns are the bedrock of our country. They 
are responsible for the services that keep us safe and healthy. 
They build and maintain the systems that treat and deliver clean 
water to our homes, and return treated wastewater to the 
environment. Municipalities take care of the transit systems, 
roads, and bridges that let us travel safely and efficiently 
through our days and keep the economy moving.  

 Municipalities also deliver public services that are vital to our 
collective health and well-being, like social services, libraries, 
and recreation programs. And local governments are in charge 
of services and facilities that ensure a healthy environmental 
future, such as solid waste collection and disposal, and 
wastewater treatment. 

 Local government is the 
sphere of government 
closest to the people, 
responsible to ensure 
that services are 
delivered in the 
community. 

 Adapted from https://cupe.ca/ours-keep-municipal-public-services-and-assets 
section 02 
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Services provided in the Town of 
Newmarket 
 Situated in York Region, the Town of Newmarket is a lower tier 
municipality providing a variety of services guided by the Town’s 
vision. Core or essential services include  a transportation 
network, Waste and recycling collection, Wastewater collection, 
Water distribution, and Fire protection. It also includes ‘soft’ 
services that contribute to quality of life and community such as 
Recreation, Parks, Culture, and Library services.  

 York Region provides complementary services to the Town’s 
community, including affordable housing and homeless shelters,  
Paramedics and Police, a Regional Transportation network 
including Transit, and Wastewater and Water treatment. 

 Newmarket’s Vision ‘Well 
beyond the ordinary’, guides 
the Town in becoming a 
community that’s well – 
healthy, happy, thriving, 
dynamic and extraordinary. 

section 02 
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Services provided by the Town of Newmarket included in levels of service 

No Town Budget Service Bundle Sectors included in the levels 
of service analysis 

1 Bylaw & Licensing Services Future 

2 Corporate Support & Governance Future 

3 Community Programs & Events Culture 

4 Facilities, Fields, Parks, & Trails 

Recreation and Community 
Parks – includes Trails  

Forestry - included with Parks 

5 Planning & Development Services Future 

6 Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks Roads and all other assets 

7 Storm water Storm water 

8 Water, Wastewater & Solid Waste 

Water 
Wastewater 
Waste Management - Future 

9 Public Library Services Future 

10 Fire & Emergency Services Future 

11 Taxation Revenue Future 

section 02 

Services included in 
the initial analysis are 
the core services 
required in the 
provincial asset 
management plans, 
and in the initial 
phases of the 
proposed legislation. 
 
Services excluded 
are those that are 
managed under other 
governance 
structures (Library, 
Fire) and those that 
do not have any  
significant  assets. 
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section 02 

Sector Overview of assets and service 

Culture 
Dedicated facilities such as the theatre and museum, as well as use of other space in the Town to 
deliver or supports a variety of unique events. Together with recreation and community 
opportunities, these services are integral  to  the  quality of life in Newmarket, and its status as 
one of the 10 best communities within which to live in Canada.  

Recreation and 
Community 

Facilities and spaces including Magna Centre, Lions Hall, Riverwalk Commons, and various 
sports fields and courts throughout the Town. Programming is delivered either directly by 
municipal staff, or indirectly through other groups, such as community sport and recreation 
associations that are supported by the municipality through access to facilities.  

Parks 

With more than 60 parks and open spaces, parks and trails provide space to protect, enhance 
and provide for reasonable use of natural and urban areas, for recreation and community 
purposes. Public trails provide connectivity through a linking system that also protect and 
enhance linkages for the movement of wildlife. Forestry services aim to protect, preserve and 
enhance trees throughout Newmarket including the more than 12,000 trees planted along streets. 
 

Overview of sector assets and 
services  
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section 02 

Overview of sector assets and 
services  
Sector Overview of assets and service 
Roads, Bridges, 
Sidewalks and other 
network assets 

The transportation network in Newmarket provides the means for the safe movement of 
people and goods whether vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists. The transportation network 
includes streets, lighting and signals, bridges, and sidewalks. 

Storm Water 
Storm water management aims to protect the community and the environment from 
storm water runoff, created by rain and snow melt events, by controlling storm water 
quality and quantity. Storm water includes drainage assets such as catchbasins and 
pipes, storage ponds, and storm water treatment manholes.   

Water 
York Region supplies treated water to the Town of Newmarket’s local water distribution 
system. The Town distributes water to residents and businesses, including for fire 
protection services, through a network of pipes, valves, and fire hydrants.   

Wastewater 
The Town collects sewage (wastewater) in a collection system consisting of pipes, and 
local pumping stations. York Region conveys the Town’s wastewater through regional 
pumping stations for treatment  at the Duffin Creek Water Pollution Control Plant which is 
co-owned by the Regions of Durham and York. 



03 Cost of 
Services 
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Cost of service: municipal budgets  

 A municipal budget,  at  its  simplest,  is  a  
projection  of  future  revenues  and  
expenditures, whether for an annual or a 
multiyear period. It includes both operating 
and capital costs.  

 Capital budgets include costs to plan, 
design and acquire capital assets. Besides 
new assets for growth, sustaining the existing 
capital assets is critical for the operation of  
municipal  services.  Capital assets and hence 
budgets, are affected by various factors 
including the extent of known deficiencies in 
hard services such as water, sewer, and roads 
networks.   

 An operating budget is the detailed 
estimate of both expenditures and revenues 
for the delivery of programs and services. The 
operating budget deals with the day-to-day 
costs of running a municipality for services 
such as recreation programs, parks 
maintenance, roads, water, and other 
services.  It also includes revenue and 
transfers—including those from property and 
business taxes, permit fees, as well as grant 
funding and transfers from reserves. Reserves 
are savings for future capital costs to renew 
infrastructure assets. 

Reference - Municipal Budgeting, Almos Tassonyi, canadian tax journall (2002)  Vol. 50, No 01 
section 03 
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Replacement values, operating costs 
and revenue 
 Sectors included in the 2016 level of service model:  
§  $1.3 billion estimated replacement value (87% of estimated total) 
§  $76 million in operating costs (43% of total) 

Sector Replacement 
Value

Total Operating 
Cost

Capital 5 Year 
Average

Revenue Revenue % of 
Operating

 Capital %  of 
Replacement

Culture 19,448,293$        2,476,629$         1,994,112$         (489,230)$          20% 10.3%
Parks 147,608,649$      5,981,847$         1,435,911$         (1,111,315)$        19% 1.0%
Recreation & Community 114,146,133$      18,314,690$        1,047,265$        (6,708,955)$       37% 0.9%
Roads 394,994,484$      13,264,951$        8,055,570$        (1,395,189)$       11% 2.0%
Stormwater 199,651,430$      120,800$            317,504$           -$                 0% 0.2%
Wastewater 251,776,702$      19,178,204$        306,651$           (19,178,204)$      100% 0.1%
Water 193,330,572$      16,370,327$        437,363$           (16,370,327)$      100% 0.2%
Sub-Total 1,320,956,263$   75,707,448$        13,594,377$       (45,253,221)$      60% 1.0%
Other Sectors 200,000,000$      26,767,897$        4,377,706$        (15,104,056)$      56% 2.2%
Total 1,520,956,263$   178,182,793$      31,566,461$       (105,610,498)$    59% 2.1%
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Measuring asset sustainability 

 It is important to know whether the assets are being 
renewed - repaired or replaced - at the same rate as 
they are wearing out. Capital budgets reflect the capital 
reinvestment ratio, which  provides an indication of 
whether the assets are being sustained. 

 In its simplest form the 
capital reinvestment ratio is 
the value of the assets 
replaced at end of life 
divided by the total value of 
assets. 

section 03 

Figure: Illustration showing an example of capital reinvestment of 10% for a 10 Truck Fleet   

Purchasing 1 truck every 
year since 1997               
results in 10 trucks in 2006

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Trucks purchased 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Trucks disposed 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Capital reinvestment % 0% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
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Measuring asset sustainability 

 Determining  the right reinvestment ratio is a complex 
undertaking, since assets have different useful lives; 
are purchased in different years, have different ages; 
require capital maintenance during their lifetime; and 
are replaced at different condition. 

 Since the useful life of core 
infrastructure is between 30 to 
100 years, the Canadian 
Infrastructure Report Card 
recommends a reinvestment ratio 
between 1.0% to 3.0% for core 
infrastructure assets such as 
roads, pipes and buildings. 

section 03 

Figure: The ‘right’ reinvestment ratio reflects various factors like the level of service for asset condition. The better 
overall condition maintained, the more frequently assets are renewed, and hence the higher the cost of service. 

Multiple different types and quantities of 
assets are purchased over time. 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Capital Renewal:annual budget includes replacement, inspections and repairs

Growth and Enhancement: capital budgets also include new assets and improvements 
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Measuring asset sustainability 
The overall picture for the Town is positive with a rate of 1.0% for assets in the 
levels of service analysis. 
 
 

section 03 
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Water and Wastewater reinvestment ratios appear low, however most of these assets are only 20 to 30 
years old and are expected to last for 60 to 80 years. Generally younger assets do not need significant 
reinvestment.  
 
Although positive, there is still needed renewal for aging and unreliable assets in the Town. Identifying 
assets in need of renewal is part of the ongoing challenge for the Town’s asset management program. 
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Operating cost recovery 
Overall the ratio of revenue to operating costs is 60%.  

section 03 

Paying for services is done either through rates or taxes. Taxes are used to fund the gap between revenue 
and operating costs. Water, Wastewater and starting in 2017, Storm Water, are rate based cost recovery. 
Other services are paid from taxes. Both rate and taxed based services include revenue from sources such 
as grants, and transfers from reserve. Services paid for from rates are typically revenue neutral. Rates for 
both water and wastewater are balanced so cost equals revenue. 
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Linking levels of service with costs 

 The purpose of costing is to provide 
information to make better decisions. At the 
service sector level, costs for the entire sector 
can be compared by using a common unit 
such as average ratepayer, number of 
households or population. This method is 
typically used to demonstrate the distribution 
of the tax rate for the individual resident or 
taxpayer in the municipality.  While useful, 
overall costs do not provide an understanding 
of costs of asset or activity levels of service 
such as to maintain a certain asset condition. 
In order o evaluate the level of service and 
cost at an asset or activity level, a more 
detailed cost analysis method is necessary.  

 Cost analysis involves breaking the service 
sector into major activities so that it is easier 
to understand the cost and measure the levels 
of service.  The two main requirements are a 
method to estimate the costs, and a breakout 
of assets and activities linked to levels of 
service.  
The costing methodologies used for the 
Town’s initial levels of service model is Activity 
Based Costing, and capital renewal 
estimating. 
The asset register and lifecycle activity 
register are the tools used to link with levels of 
service.  

 Reference: Costing Municipal Services Workbook and Case Study, Massachusetts Department of Revenue 
section 03A 



31  Adapted from : Ontario’s 2012 Building Together: Guide for Municipal Asset Management Plans 

Renewal – Rehabilitation 
and Replacement 

Interest Expenses 

Expansions and Growth 
and New Assets 

Amortization of Existing 
Capital Assets 

Enhancements,  
Improvements , and 

Urbanization 

Operating Expenses 

Cost analysis 

Full accrual accounting view of 
costs for municipalities in effect 
since 2009 (PSAB) 

Funding a sustainable level of 
service includes forecasting 
future requirements of existing 
assets, enhancement to services 
and expansion for growth.  

Operating Budget 

Capital Budget 

Activity Based Costing is used  to 
analyze cost at this level.  

Activity analysis 

Risk based analysis is used to 
determine capital  spending for 
existing assets.  

Renewal analysis  

Growth and Enhancement are not 
addressed in the current levels of 
service analysis. 

section 03A 
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Organizing the services for analysis 

 Organizing	the	asset	portfolio	is	a	fundamental	
building	block	for	managing	the	assets.		

 The	asset	register	is	the	mechanism	for	organizing	
the	portfolio	and	has	two	main	components:	

q  The	hierarchy	enables	the	assessment	of	the	
services,		assets	as	individual	components,	
composite	assets,	or	groups	of	assets.	

q  Data	standards	facilitate	capture,	exchange	
and	use,	so	that	data	can	be	turned	into	
information	

While	both	components	of	the	register	are	
important,	for	the	purposes	of	levels	of	service,	
the	focus	is	on	the	service	hierarchy.	 

Figure: illustration of service sector hierarchy 

Town of 
Newmarket 

Roads 

Water and 
Wastewater 

Recreation & 
Community 

Recreation 

Community 
Parks, Open 

space and Trails 

section 03A 
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Newmarket service hierarchy 

 A service hierarchy is organized to be customer focused 
whereas the organization hierarchy and accounting system is 
structured for efficiency of work, such as having maintenance of 
all facilities within one group. Organizing by services, simplifies 
levels of service analysis, costing and reporting. 

 Activity based costing 
can be used to estimate 
costs within sectors for 
specific assets and 
activities. Town of 

Newmarket 

Culture  
Recreation 

and 
Community 

Recreation Community 

Parks   

Parks and 
Trails Forestry 

Roads   Storm 
Water   Water   Wastewater

  

Figure: Service hierarchy used for levels of service 

section 03A 
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Activity based costing 

Lifecycle and Activities 

Design & 
Construction   

Operations   

Road Patrol 

Winter Control 

Maintenance   

Pavement 
Marking 

Crack Sealing 

Lamp 
Replacement 

Sign Repairs 

Condition 
Assessment   

Capital Planning
  

Administration   Certifications & 
Licenses 

 Costing analysis is carried out 
first on the activities that are 
most significant; those that are 
the highest cost, or that affect 
the customer the most, or for 
any other reason that is 
important to the municipality or 
the customer. 

 Activity based costing determines 
unit costs for the activity, enabling 
more informed decisions on the 
levels of service provided. 

Figure: Example of Roads lifecycle activities 
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Activity based costing 

 Activity based costing is a system that 
analyzes the relationships between costs, 
activities and services.  
 It is a method for assigning costs to products, 
services, projects, tasks, or acquisitions, 
based on:  
§  Activities that go into them, and  
§  Resources consumed by these activities 
 The use of ABC may be driven by a need to 
understand the "true costs" of individual 
products and services more accurately, as is 
the case for levels of service. 

Resources Activities Cost 
Objects 

Figure: Principle components of Activity Based Costing 

section 03A 
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Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks activity 
analysis 
Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks
Activity Cost Center Total Cost %age
Maintenance - general 6,015,283.82$     44.82%
Capital Project Engineering 1,647,592.30$     12.28%
Roads Winter Control 1,501,302.97$     11.19%
Street Lights 1,375,142.75$     10.25%
Sidewalk Winter control 517,347.38$        3.85%
Sidewalks 438,306.69$        3.27%
Signs 367,123.33$        2.74%
Crossing Guards 330,332.61$        2.46%
Municipal Lots 243,091.71$        1.81%
Administration 217,758.90$        1.62%
Vehicles and Equipment 189,069.82$        1.41%
Roads - spot improvements 160,266.07$        1.19%
Boulevard maintenance 121,023.29$        0.90%
Roads Stormwater 120,800.10$        0.90%
Roads - crack sealing 94,440.53$          0.70%
Roads - markings 46,868.67$          0.35%
Traffic Signals 35,505.86$          0.26%
Total 13,421,256.80$   100%

 From an evaluation of available cost 
data, the best candidate for activity 
analysis is Roads Winter Control for 
two reasons. The first reason is the 
high cost, and the second is the 
direct linkage to service levels.  
 The Maintenance – general activity 
includes all asset types in Roads. It 
does not have a breakdown 
sufficient for cost analysis so it is 
not a suitable candidate.  
 Although other Cost Centers may 
be analyzed in future, for this initial 
LOS model, Road winter control is 
the selected candidate for detailed 
analysis. 

section 03A 
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Roads winter control 
 Standards for clearing snow during the winter, and 
applying salt and sand are based on the Province’s 
Minimum Maintenance Standards for Municipal 
Highways. Under the standards Roads can be 
assigned a priority class. High traffic volume roads 
are highest priority roads and get cleared first 
followed secondary roads that have less traffic 
volume.  
 Under the Minimum Maintenance Standards for the 
class of streets in Newmarket, the Town has up to 24 
hours to clear snow. Currently the Town averages to 
clear streets in less than 8 hours. 
 These maintenance levels allow for safe, reliable and 
affordable snow and ice control standards across the 
Town. 

 Activities involved are snow 
clearing, storage, removal, and 
salting/sanding.  Managing own and 
contract forces, monitoring and 
tracking - GPS on trucks, weather 
alerts, customer service calls, and 
road patrols. Fleet and equipment 
services including post event 
cleaning. Overhead corporate costs 
from internal departments including 
Human Resources,  Information 
Technology, and Corporate 
administration. 

Roads Activity Analysis 

section 03A 
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Roads winter control 

 The attributes and data 
relevant to winter control are 
summarized as part of the 
activity based cost analysis.  
 The analysis helps to 
evaluate questions such as 
effect of: 
§  changing the time to 

clear streets 
§  difference in cost 

between contract and 
own forces 

§  correlation between 
complaints, cost and 
performance 

Work space
Item Number

Events - snow clearing 21
Events - sanding/salting 41

Assume Salt/sand is 1/2 the time of plowing, total events = 41.5
Average time to clear, hrs 8

Number of own forces crews 6
Number of contractor crews 5

Total lane km 535

Complaints 255
Street Snow Removal 172
Court Snow Removal 58

Pushed in Snow 11
Snow Storage 9

Parking Lot Snow Removal 2
Regional Road Snow Removal 3
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Road winter control activity analysis 

Activities & Sub-
Activities

Level 1 Activity Winter Road 
Maintenance 

Major activities are snow clearing, storage, removal, and saltng/sanding. 
The level of service is to meet or exceed the Standard of <24 hrs. 

Units

Level 2 Activities Plowing/Sand/salting Road plowing, and sand/salting 
Level 3 Activities Maintenance Vehicles - Oil, parts, fuel; Equipment

# of lane km to plow 535
# events (* - assume sand/salt=50% of clearing) 41.5
# of vehicles/crews 11
Time to completion (exceed MMS road class reqs) 8

Direct Labour
Plows and equipment
Materials and supplies - Salt/sand; Services
Contract Services
Claims

Indirect Administration & Occupancy
Labour To run plows and manage work, supervision,control  $      261,317.50 
Services GPS, weather station, misc  $       50,122.01 
Materials/Supplies Sand, salt, misc  $      483,408.27 
Vehicles/Equipment Fleet services  $      257,509.46 
Contract Services Contract Plowing  $      412,556.61 
Claims Insurance claims costs  $         1,645.04 

Support activities Overhead Administration & Occupancy  $       34,744.08 
Practical capacity Lane km per crew per hour (535/11/8)                       6.1 
Cost object Total Cost 1,501,302.97$   
Analysis More or less of Lane km or events $/Lane km/event @ avg 8 hrs  $             67.62 

# crews  Average hours of completion 0.73

Identify collection 
of resources that 
perform the 
activities & sub 
activities

Resources

Using cost drivers 
calculate costs of 
resources by 
activities

Cost Categories

Identify cost 
drivers
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Roads winter control activity analysis 

Annual Cost Comparison
Winter control activity Town Contractor Town %
Street Snow plowing contract -                412,556.61      0%
Town labour 248,251.63      13,065.88       95%
Rentals and services 41,772.39       34,810.33       55%
Insurance claims 897.29            747.75            55%
Transfer to asset reserve fund 65,930.00       -                100%
Vehicle and equipment costs 165,118.75      -                100%
Material and supplies 290,044.96      193,363.31      60%
Overthead 18,951.32       15,792.76       55%

Total 830,966.34      670,336.63      1,501,302.97 
Crews 6 5

Cost/crew 138,494.39$    134,067.33$    

Comparing the cost of Town staff and contract services  

 Whether own forces or contract staff, winter control activities and overhead are still required.  The 
costs associated with the activities have been distributed according to estimates (Town labour 
includes managing contract forces estimated as 5% of the total) or based on the proportion of crew 
numbers (e.g. rentals and services).  

This analysis indicates 
similar unit costs whether 
the Town utilizes its own 
forces or contract services.  

 
Where the Town may save 
with contracted service is 
on capital replacement of 
plows - if the contribution 
to reserve is insufficient.  A 
separate reserve analysis 
would be require to 
determine this. 

section 03A 
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Roads winter control activity analysis 

Annual Cost Comparison
Crews Town Total Difference

5 817,133.83$  (13,832.51)$   
6 830,966.34$  -$              
7 851,592.66$  20,626.32$    

Change in 
Crews

Evaluating the effect of change to the number of crews 

 Changing the number of crews by one crew will change 
proportionally: 

§  the average time for an event by 0.73 hours 
§  the labour for plowing – about half of labour is plowing 
§  the costs for plows - transfer to reserves and vehicle costs 
Other winter control activities are unchanged (e.g. overhead) 

This analysis indicates a 
marginal change in cost 
(savings or increase) with 
a change in crew numbers 
– this is also subject to 
capital replacement costs 
and reserve fund analysis.  
 
There were 255 winter 
control complaints in 2016. 
More detail on the nature 
of the complaints and 
relation to time to plow 
streets is needed before 
considering whether to 
reduce costs and increase 
the average time to plow.  

section 03A 
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Recreation analysis 
Hollingsworth Arena
Activity Cost Center Total Cost
4936 - Asset Replacement Fund  $    79,760.04 
5105 - Inter-Depart Labour Cost  $    70,735.00 
4273 - Building Repairs & Maintenance  $      5,984.47 
4274 - Electrical Repairs & Mtc.  $      1,401.89 
4276 - HVAC Repairs & Maintenance  $        126.33 
4277 - Plumbing Repairs & Mtc.  $        200.18 
4278 - Equipment Repairs & Maintenanc  $        368.50 
4278 - Refrigeration Repairs  $      3,097.18 
4229 - Janitorial Supplies  $      2,129.52 
4237 - Water Treatment Chemicals  $      1,009.50 
5155 - Insurance  $    12,198.00 
5156 - Purchasing  $      9,657.96 
5159 - Corporate Overhead  $      8,069.04 
5162 - Treasury Services  $      3,918.00 
4889 - RC Admin. Allocation  $  136,113.00 
8231 - Ice Time Sales-Youth  $(133,775.86)
8232 - Ice Time Sales-Adult  $   (71,097.95)
4311 - Hydro  $    63,217.01 
4321 - Heat  $    10,650.10 
4331 - Water  $      8,545.39 
5109 - Inter-Depart Equipment C  $      2,290.00 

 
Recreation is a complex service, 
made more so when buildings 
include multiple types of  recreation 
opportunities. However, the 
Hollingsworth Arena provides an 
opportunity for an in-depth analysis 
since it is stand-alone and used 
very little during the summer off 
season.  
 Activities are ice in/out annually, ice 
cleaning, and facility cleaning and 
repairs. Parking lot snow clearing. 
Costs include heat, hydro, and fleet 
and equipment services. Program 
services include ice rental, and 
revenue collection.  

Recreation Activity Analysis 

section 03A 
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Hollingsworth recreation activity 
analysis 
Activities & Sub-
Activities Level 1 Activity Ice Sports - 

Hollingsworth Arena The main activity is ice rental and preparation of the ice surface Units

Level 2 Activities Daily operations Ice resurfacing, dressing rooms cleaning
Level 3 Activities Maintenance Vehicles - Oil, parts, fuel; Equipment

Identify cost drivers # hours available (open) hrs 1604
# events - ice rentals hrs 1176

Direct Labour
Ice resurfacer and equipment
Materials and supplies 
Facility repairs
Reserve fund for future capital

Indirect Administration & Occupancy
Labour To run the arena, ice resurface, supervision,control  $           70,735.00 
Maintenance Repair of facility, ice plant  $           11,178.55 
Utilities Heat, hydro  $           82,412.50 
Materials & Supplies Janitorial supplies, filters, misc  $            3,139.02 
Vehicles/ Equipment Fleet services  $            2,290.00 
Transfer to reserves Fund for future capital - vehicles and facility  $           79,760.04 
Overhead Administration & Occupancy  $         169,956.00 
Revenue Ice rentals - youth and adult  $        (204,873.81)

Practical capacity Possible maximum hours 1604
Calculate cost object Total costs /practical capacity Total Cost 419,471.11$       

Total Cost without reserve  $      339,711.07 
Cost/hour open  $            261.52 

Revenue/hour rented  $           (174.21)
Utilization Time rented  to Total time ratio 73%
Cost Recovery Revenue to Cost ratio 49%

Calculate levels of 
service

Add costs of 
supporting activities

Identify collection of 
resources that 
perform the activities 
& sub activities

Resources

Using cost drivers 
calculate costs of 
resources by 
activities

Cost Categories
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Hollingsworth recreation activity 
analysis 

 Some recreation services, like Ice Rental, are 
fee based and rely on full to partial cost 
recovery. Two significant levels of service 
indicators for this type of service are revenue 
recovery ratio, and utilization rate or how 
many hours are used versus hours available. 
The indicator values for Hollingsworth 
according to the data are: 
§  Utilization = 73% 
§  Cost Recovery = 49%  
The Town’s objectives for cost recovery for all 
Recreation and Community services is 
between 50% to 100%.  

 The current cost recovery ratio is close to the 
lower limit adopted by the Town. However, a 
more detailed analysis of the reserve fund 
contribution should be conducted to confirm 
asset sustainability 
 Increasing cost recovery could be achieved 
with higher fees, and/or increased utilization. 
This is not a simple problem to resolve since 
there is a relationship between rental fee and 
use, especially if there are other ice surfaces 
that could be rented elsewhere. This analysis 
indicates levels of service are being 
marginally achieved so further analysis is 
warranted only if there is no other more urgent 
priority for improvement. 
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Capital renewal analysis 

 Understanding likely future costs of assets is 
critical to responsible and effective asset 
management.  
 A capital plan is a multi-year plan that lists the  
infrastructure – buildings, pipes, equipment, 
etc., assesses renewal needs for existing 
assets, and determines what new assets are 
needed.  
 Renewal planning identify the assets to be 
rehabilitated or replaced and the technologies 
to be used in a way that optimizes the 
allocation of budget, maximizes assets 
performance, minimizes risk of failure, and 
minimizes life cycle costs. 

 Risk based capital planning prioritizes capital  
spending on the assets at greatest risk. Risk 
focuses both on importance and condition of 
assets. The rate of asset deterioration is used 
to estimate future condition and risk of assets.  
 Often since the exact condition of assets is 
unknown, such as in the case of buried pipes,  
decisions on renewal are made widely based 
on asset age. As more knowledge about asset 
performance is developed, decisions can 
include other factors besides age in renewal 
planning. Using more information helps 
ensure spending is directed to where it will 
have the most effect. 
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Watermain renewal planning 

 Without measured condition, age is used to assign condition 
based on expected life and asset deterioration rate. 
 The tabled results indicate a potential backlog in renewal 
spending for assets in Poor to Very Poor condition (~$1.6M) 
compared to average annual capital spending (~$0.47M) 

 In the long term (~ 50 years 
out) the majority of Town 
watermain assets (~93% or 
$178M) will need 
replacement.  

Watermain Data Life Expectancy 75 Years

Avg Age Condition % age Length m Replacement Value Asset Strategy

25 Very Good 93% 288,005       178,563,381$ No action required
50 Good - Fair 4% 13,517        8,380,422$     Routine Monitoring
59 Fair 2% 6,818          4,227,229$     Increase Assessment
65 Poor 0% 590            365,529$        Detailed Analysis
70 Poor - V.Poor 0% -             -$              Plan replacement
87 Very Poor 1% 2,070          1,283,540$     Contingency Plans

311,000       192,820,101$ 
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Measuring levels of service 

 Customer levels of service outline the overall 
quality, function, capacity and safety of the 
service being provided. 
 Technical levels of service outline the 
operating, maintenance, rehabilitation, 
renewal and upgrade activities expected to 
occur within the municipality.  
 As a performance system, levels of service 
measurement includes a target to be 
achieved, a measurement of actual, and a 
trend of how it might change over time due to 
factors such as environmental conditions, 
financing,  or customer expectations. 

 Levels of service measurement starts by: 
q  Describing and characterizing the services 

and supporting assets 
q  Outlining the principles or standards that 

service will be measured against 
q  Developing a framework to formulate and 

present results 
q  Selecting indicators 
q  Documenting the current level of service 

being provided 

section 04 
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Principles for delivery of service 

Providing value for cost of services 

Culture of safety, wellness and compliance 

Trust, respect and confidence of customers 

Asset condition and performance 

Appropriately accessible services for all customers 

Capability to meet demand for services  

Cost and Affordability 

Health, Safety and Wellness 

Accountability  

Reliability 

Accessibility 

Capacity 

 6 principles aligned with 
the Town’s vision were 
adopted to help guide 
the delivery of service 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

section 04 
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Framework for levels of service 

 In the framework, customer measures are informed by 
the Town’s principles for service delivery, and 
underpinned by technical activities and indicators. 

 Results from levels of service 
analysis can be used to establish 
priorities for improvement. 
Improvement applies to data 
collection as well, since initially 
there may be insufficient data to 
support measurement.  

section 04 
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Framework for levels of service model 

section 04 

Service Sector
Customer Levels of Service Measures and Indicators Target Actual Trend

Brief service level 
statements provide a 
description of service levels

Service measure: for ease of reference, indicators 
are organized in 5 service measure groups
n Customer Service   n Access and Capacity
n Condition and Reliability
n Safety     n Cost  

Target is the 
level of service 
that the Town 
strives to 
achieve 

Actual is what 
was achieved in 
the reporting 
period

The trend is the 
expected 
change over the 
next period

>75% 76% Neutral
TBD TBD TBD

Previous Period Current Period

N/A TBD TBD

N/A means that data is not 
available or not applicable N/A TBD TBD

Water
Customer Levels of Service Measures and Indicators Target Actual Trend

Customer Service
Response to complaints & issues  -     Emergency < 2 hrs TBD TBD

Condition and Reliability
Water System - %  In Good to Very Good Condition 70% 97% No change

Previous Period Current Period Trend

Annual Number of Breaks 14 22

TBD means the value is to be 
determined

Individual indicator - trend style compares the 
previous result with the current period result.

Individual performance indicator - target style 
compares actual result against target level

Safe, well maintained, and 
managed Water supply network 
(watermain, valves, meters, 
hydrants)
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Developing indicators for levels of 
service 

section 04 

Candidate Indicators 

Generate from 
legislation and 

industry research 
 

Roads Minimum 
maintenance 
standards 
Legislative e.g. 
compliance 

Check Validity 

Evaluate integrity 
of indicator for 
customer and 

technical 
purposes 

Does it meet the 
intent ? 
Is it 
representative of 
asset or service 
performance? 

Select 

Prioritize, select 
and collect data   

Is data 
available? 
Is it regulatory? 
Does it match  
with objectives? 

 When developing levels of 
service it is easy to focus on 
more technical or legislative 
details such as the 
frequency of carrying out 
tasks because this is the 
focus for staff.  
 As much as possible 
however, for initial levels of 
service, the focus should be 
on indicators that customers 
understand and can relate 
to, such as overall 
satisfaction. 
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Level of service indicators 

Customer 
Service 

Customer surveys and response to 
issues is the primary means of 
determining customer satisfaction 

Cost 

Access & 
Capacity 

Safety 

Measuring asset condition is the simplest 
and applicable indicator used.  

Condition & 
Reliability 

Initially costs are estimated at the whole 
sector level with select activities 
analyzed using Activity Based Costing  

Availability of service is relatively 
common, although indicators are specific 
to each sector 

General terms for safety are universal, 
however indicators are somewhat 
specific to the service sector 

section 04 

§  Overall satisfaction 
§  Response time to calls 

§  Overall condition of 
assets 

§  Sustainability ratios 
§  Operating cost 
§  Capital renewal 

§  Booking and utilization 
§  Unplanned service 

issues 

§  No. of safety incidents 
§  Water quality sample 

compliance 

Measure Description Example indicators 
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Documenting levels of service 

 Source: Placeholder example 

Levels of service are presented in a series of tables by service sector 

Section Description 

1 Service and Asset 
Description 

A high level description of the service standards and/or the types of 
assets associated with the service. It provides context for the customer 
about the service provided such as non-technical standards.  

2 
Customer Level of 
Service and 
Indicators 

A table presenting performance indicators at the customer level. 
Generally indicators are higher level and may be a roll-up from a number 
of different technical indicators 

3 Technical Level of 
Service Description 

This communicates the more extensive supporting technical details that 
govern the service, it's delivery, and provides examples of technical 
indicators without comprehensively listing them.  

4 
FUTURE:  
Technical Level of 
Service Performance 
Indicators  

This table is under development and not available for the initial model. It 
includes a more detailed breakout of the customer indicators as well as 
technical performance indicators of service delivery. This includes 
schedules of routine operations and maintenance activities, and frequency 
that they are conducted. 
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Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks 
    

The transportation network in Newmarket provides the means for the safe movement of people 
and goods whether vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists.  
 
Newmarket's transportation network is comprised of Town and Regional roads. The roadway 
classification system is used for the management and long-term planning decisions made for the 
transportation network. The road classification system helps define maintenance programs such as 
snow removal and sidewalk priorities, and also helps regulate traffic control and access 
improvements for all subdivisions and developments. 
 
The Town of Newmarket takes traffic safety very seriously. The Traffic Management Program aims 
at public education to reinforce positive driving habits and discourage negative habits like speeding 
and aggressive driving. The Town investigates, analyzes and implements various traffic control 
measures to increase safety and decrease congestion on Newmarket's roads.  
 
In advance of winter snowfall, the Town works to transform dump trucks and tractors into snow 
ploughs, and perform winter vehicle maintenance while ensuring sufficient supplies of sand and 
salt to keep our roads and sidewalks safe. The majority of the Town’s roads surfaces are 
constructed of asphalt with a very small amount made with gravel, concrete or concrete paving 
units. 
 
The Town has annual programs to manage and maintain the Roads network including: 

§ Inspection and Condition Assessment programs;  
§ Traffic operations - sign reflectivity, traffic signals, parking bylaw and restrictions 
§ Traffic safety - speed limits and traffic calming, traffic count surveys, and crossing guards 
§ Maintenance and Improvements - Line painting, pothole repair, crack sealing  

 
Roads are managed based on their functional classification, which is determined by the traffic 
volume and use. 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Roads and ancillary- lights, signals 247 km $340,010,682  
Bridges and Culverts 72 $14,810,991  
Sidewalks 395 km $35,522,466  
Other - Salt Dome, Vehicles and equipment  $29,851,258  
   
Total    $420,195,397  
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Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Safe, well maintained, 
and managed 
Transportation network 
(Roads, Bridges, 
Walkways) for vehicles, 
cycling and pedestrians. 
 
Clear sightlines, good 
lighting, and legible 
pavement markings, 
directional and traffic 
signs. 
 
Timely repairs and 
maintenance with well 
communicated Road 
network information. 
 
Environmentally 
responsible salt and sand 
use 
 
Dedicated cycling lanes 
on Town Roads network 

Customer Service       

Customer Satisfaction       
Response to issues - Emergency < 2 hrs TBD  TBD 

Non Emergency  1 bus. day TBD TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of Complaints - annual N/A 539 TBD 

Access And Capacity       

Traffic surveys conducted TBD TBD  TBD 
        
        
Condition and Reliability       
 % Assets  > Good Condition TBD TBD  TBD 
Emergency Repairs  < TBD hrs  TBD  TBD 
        
    

Safety       

Winter Control - plowing       
Roads < 24 hrs < 8 hrs  TBD 

Sidewalks TBD TBD TBD 
    

Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $13,264,951   TBD 
Cost Recovery % TBD 37%   TBD 
Capital Renewal TBD $8,055,570   TBD 
Renewal Ratio % TBD 2.0%   TBD 
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Roads, Bridges and Sidewalks 

Technical Levels of Service 

 
 

    Engineering Design Standards and Criteria in conjunction with the Ontario Provincial Standard 
Drawings and Specifications, provide a guideline for design of roads in the Town. These standards 
address design elements such as road width and geometry (curve radius), and appurtenances like 
signs and pavement markings. 
 
Ontario Regulation 239/02 Minimum Maintenance Standards for Municipal Highways establish the 
minimum standards expected of municipalities in Ontario. This standard sets requirements for 
certain aspects of maintenance of roads, luminaires, bridges, sidewalks and appurtenances such 
as signs and pavement markings. Examples of the maintenance standards included are the 
requirements for preventive maintenance such as de-icing application, frequency of inspections, 
and the timing of when repairs should be made based on severity of defects such as the size and 
depth of potholes. Similarly, management of bridges including inspection frequency is set in 
Ontario Regulation 104/97 Standards for Bridges. 
 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer levels of service. To illustrate the performance indicators, several examples are provided 
below. 
  

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Sign deficiency repairs      

Priority Signs (Stop signs)  <2 hour TBD TBD 
All other signs: workdays < 4 hours TBD TBD 

All other signs: weekends, after hours 1 Bus. Day TBD TBD 
Road crack sealing - km /year TBD TBD 
Single lift resurfacing - annual - $/year  TBD  TBD  
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Water 
    

 
The Regional Municipality of York is responsible for providing sustainable water supply, treatment, 
storage as well as transmission to the Town of Newmarket’s local water distribution system.  
 
The Town is responsible for the distribution of water to residents and businesses, including for fire 
protection services. Newmarket is committed to the consistent delivery of safe drinking water 
through compliance with applicable legislative and regulatory requirement. The Town strives to 
achieve this goal through the implementation, maintenance, and continuous improvement of the 
Drinking Water Quality Management System.  
 
Newmarket also pledges to ensure open communication, both with public, as well as staff 
concerning all policies, procedures, and documentation pertaining to drinking water quality. The 
Town of Newmarket offers a Water and Wastewater Rate Rebate program that is available to 
qualifying property owners who meet certain financial criteria.  
 
Newmarket's water distribution system consists of water distribution mains, fire hydrants, sampling 
stations and residential and commercial metered water service connections.  Water sampling 
stations are strategically located across the distribution system to ensure accurate  and 
representative water quality sampling. A bulk water station allows the purchase and loading of 
commercial water trucks in a reasonable and controlled fashion. The type of material used for 
watermains affects the frequency of water quality programs such as flushing and swabbing. In 
older communities the watermain material is typically cast or ductile iron, whereas in newer 
subdivisions it is PVC. Generally how important a watermain is to water service is based on the 
number of customers served and the area served. For example Southlake Hospital is considered a 
critical customer, as are larger diameter watermains that serve more customers.. 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Water mains 311 km $192,800,000  
Metered Service Connections  26,024  Included 
Bulk Water Station 1 Included 
Other -vehicles and equipment    $510,572  
   
Total    $193,310,572  
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Water 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Safe, well maintained, and 
managed Water supply 
network (watermain, 
valves, meters, hydrants). 
High-quality drinking water 
with good pressure and 
flow, clean and clear 
 
Assurance about 
sustainable future water 
supply and support for 
services 
 
Proactive notification for 
supply or service 
interruptions   
 
Responsive to customer 
issues and first time issue 
resolution 

Customer Service       
Customer Satisfaction 0.75 0.79  TBD 
Response to issues - Emergency < 2 hrs TBD  TBD 

Non Emergency  1 bus. day TBD TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A 890 TBD 
Access and Capacity Target Actual Trend 
Service outage - annual hours TBD TBD  TBD 
       
        
Condition and Reliability       
 % Assets  > Good Condition TBD 0.97  TBD 
     
  Previous Current Trend 
Annual Number of Breaks 14 22  TBD 
Safety       
Water sample compliance  100% 99% TBD 

        
        

        
Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $16,370,327
  

 TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 100%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $437,363   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 0.2%   TBD 
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Water 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
Among regulations for drinking water in Ontario, the Ontario Drinking-Water Systems Regulation 
(O.Reg. 170/03 under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 (SDWA)) prescribes stringent and 
mandatory requirements to monitor, test and report drinking water quality.  
 
Schedule 22 of the Ontario Drinking Water Systems Regulation (O.Reg 170/03) requires annual 
reporting demonstrating compliance with the terms and conditions of Approvals, Licenses, Permits 
and the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002 (SDWA) and its regulations. Certifying 
operators through the Drinking Water and Wastewater Operator Certification Program helps to 
ensure: the protection of human health; the protection of the aquatic environment; and, the efficient 
operation of water/wastewater infrastructure.  
 
The Town's Engineering Design Standards and Criteria, in conjunction with the Ontario Provincial 
Standard Drawings and Specifications, provide a guideline for design of water systems in the 
Town. These standards address design elements such as water consumption rates, material and 
construction standards.   
 
Drinking water supply is a highly regulated service with both mandatory and recommended 
requirements. To ensure compliance and provision of safe, quality drinking water, the Town has a 
number of programs to manage water supply, and water infrastructure. 

§ Water Main Cleaning Program  
§ Water Main Swabbing  
§ Chlorine Program in Newmarket 
§ Water Infrastructure Locates  
§ Annual Fire Hydrant Replacement Program 
§ Water Rebates Program 

 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below.  

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Per capita water demand L/person/day <250 TBD TBD 
Non-revenue water  <15%  15% TBD 
Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) < 2 1.41 TBD 
Operator Training- hrs/year/operator 50 TBD TBD 
Operator Certifications - % compliance and up-to-date 100% 100% Neutral 
Per capita water demand L/person/day <250 TBD TBD 
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Wastewater 
    

The primary focus of the Town is to maintain a functioning wastewater collection and transmission 
system complying with regulatory Environmental Compliance Approvals (ECAs). This is 
accomplished by continually monitoring the performance of the system using measures such as 
recording the number of sewage backups and sewer breaks over a specified period of time.   
 
The wastewater collection system that services the Town of Newmarket consists of local sanitary 
sewers, local pumping stations, and sub-trunk sewers owned by the Town of Newmarket, and 
trunk sewers, pumping stations and the York Durham Sewerage System (YDSS), which are owned 
by York Region. Ultimately, wastewater generated in Newmarket receives treatment at the Duffin 
Creek Water Pollution Control Plant, which is co-owned by the Regions of Durham and York. 
 
A new Council approved policy has been put in place pertaining to the clearing of all sewer lateral 
blockages on private properties.  Effective January 2017, Because the location of blockage is 
unknown and access to the public portion of the sewer lateral is through the private portion, all 
initial blockage clearing and inspections will be the responsibility of the contractor selected by the 
owner/resident. If requested, the Town will provide the name to a pre-qualified contractor to 
provide sewer lateral clearing or inspection services. If the blockages are found and proven to be 
on municipal property, any costs incurred by the owner/resident will be fully reimbursed by the 
Town.  
 
The type of material used for sewers is predominantly PVC, with some older sewers constructed of 
Asbestos Cement and of Clay. Generally how important a sewer is to wastewater service is based 
on the number of customers served and the area served. For example Southlake Hospital is 
considered a critical customer, as are larger diameter sewer mains that serve more customers. 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Sanitary sewers 282 $245,000,000  
Pumping Stations 6 $6,412,256  
Vehicles and Equipment   $364,446  
      
   
Total    $251,776,702  
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Wastewater 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Safe, well maintained, and 
managed wastewater 
system network. Proactive 
notification for supply or 
service interruptions   
Responsive to customer 
issues and first time issue 
resolution  
 
Protection of the 
environment from 
overflows, sewer backups 
and odours 

Customer Service       
Customer Satisfaction 75% 79%  TBD 
Response to issues - Emergency < 2 hrs TBD  TBD 

Non Emergency  1 bus. day TBD TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A 890 TBD 
Access and Capacity Target Actual Trend 
Service outage - annual hours TBD TBD   
        
        
Condition and Reliability       
 % Assets  > Good Condition TBD 94%  TBD 
        
        
        
Safety Previous Current Trend 
Service lateral blackages -annual TBD TBD  TBD 

Number of spills - annual TBD TBD  TBD 
        

        
Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $19,178,204
  

 TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 100%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $306,651   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 0.1%   TBD 
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Wastewater 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
The regulatory requirements for wastewater management in Ontario are governed by much of the 
same regulations as for water including the Clean Water Act. For wastewater systems, 
Environmental Compliance Approvals (ECAs) Include regulations on emission levels of air and 
discharges from standby power generators, as well as operational requirements including flow 
monitoring and overflow or spills monitoring and reporting. The regulation of spills is addressed in 
Ontario's Environmental Protection Act that provides for management and control of discharges to 
the environment among other provisions.  
 
Certifying operators through the Drinking Water and Wastewater Operator Certification Program 
helps to ensure: the protection of human health; the protection of the aquatic environment; and, the 
efficient operation of water/wastewater infrastructure.  
 
The Town's Engineering Design Standards and Criteria, in conjunction with the Ontario Provincial 
Standard Drawings and Specifications, provide a guideline for design of wastewater systems in the 
Town. These standards address design elements such as wastewater generation rates, material 
and spacing of manholes, and construction standards.   
 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below.  

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Sewers - CCTV & Flushing % of system annually 15% TBD TBD 
Laterals – CCTV  % of system annually 6% TBD TBD 
Pump Station inspection days per week 5 TBD TBD 
Operator Certifications - % compliance and up-to-date 100% 100% Neutral 
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Storm Water 
    

Storm water Management (SWM) aims to protect the community and the environment from storm 
water runoff, created by rain and snow melt events, by controlling storm water quality and quantity. 
A storm water system is essential for maintaining a safe and healthy community by lowering the 
risk of flooding that can damage property and the environment. After infrastructure development, 
hard surfaces like roofs, driveways, roads, and parking lots prevent absorption, increasing the 
amount of water collected by storm drains. Once the storm water reaches the storm sewer system, 
water flows througha complex network of pipes, ditches and waterways until its eventual release 
back into the natural environment.  In order to reduce the negative effects of storm water, the Town 
of Newmarket has adopted a Low Impact Development Policy, undertakes site-specific storm 
water studies in at-risk areas, and upgrades Storm water management facilities to improve 
drainage and minimize impacts from storm water.  The Town also takes proactive steps to 
minimize the pollution of storm water through comprehensive annual street sweeping and catch 
basin cleaning. 
 
Property owners with private storm water infrastructure, such as drainage systems in commercial 
parking lots, are responsible for the management and control of the infrastructure and the storm 
water discharge. Regardless of the responsibility for the infrastructure, all property owners are 
subject to the Town's new storm water management charge based on various factors related to 
storm water runoff. Bridges and structural culverts over waterways are included as part of the 
Roads service and are not within storm water although they have a similar function and features as 
some of the storm water assets such as culverts in parks and headwall outlets at storm water 
ponds. 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Linear network - pipes/ catch basins 259 km $181,726,430  
Control facilities/treatment manholes   $16,350,000  
Low Impact Development (LID) installations 2100m $1,575,000  
      
   
Total    $199,651,430  
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Storm Water 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Protection of property and 
the environment from 
flooding and 
contamination.  
 
Manage flooding of 
roadways and property 
corridors. 
 
Deploying and promoting 
efficient and effective 
methods that provide 
multiple environmental 
benefits. 
 
Retention of storm water 
flow prior to release to the 
environment to mitigate 
effects of pollutants and 
contaminants, and 
promote groundwater 
recharge. 

Customer Service       
Overall Customer Satisfaction  TBD TBD TBD 
Response to issues - Emergency < 2 hrs TBD  TBD 

Non Emergency   1 bus. day TBD TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A TBD TBD 
Access and Capacity       
Area w/ Storm Water Control (Ha) TBD 0.66 TBD 
Stormwater Control Rating  TBD TBD TBD 
Stormwater Ponds - % Full TBD TBD TBD 
Condition and Relaibility       
 %Assets  > Good Condition TBD TBD TBD 
 % Ponds  > Good Condition TBD TBD TBD 
        
        
Safety       
Suitable indicators TBD       

        
        

        
Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $120,800   TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 0%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $317,504   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 0.2%   TBD 
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Storm Water 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
The regulatory requirements for storm water management in Ontario are governed by much of the 
same regulations as for water and wastewater including the Clean Water Act.  Under the Clean 
Water Act, water budgets must be developed to provide a quantitative measure of the water 
(hydrologic) cycle components and a conceptual understanding of the processes and pathways by 
which surface water and groundwater flows through a watershed or sub watershed. As the upper 
tier municipality, York Region is responsible for this assessment. The Town's responsibilities are to 
work within this framework at the local planning level to ensure that impacts of development do not 
negatively affect the water budget among other objectives.  
 
The Town's Engineering Design Standards and Criteria, in conjunction with the Ontario Provincial 
Standard Drawings and Specifications, provide a guideline for design of storm water systems in 
the Town. These standards address design elements such as storm water generation rates, pipe 
material and spacing of catch basins, and construction standards.   
 
The Town has also adopted a Storm Water Management and Low Impact Development Policy. 
This policy requires that the Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority's  "Technical Guidelines 
for Storm Water Management Submissions" be followed. Other relevant legislative requirements 
include the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan, and the MOECC Environmental Compliance Approvals. 
 
The principle storm water system design parameter is peak flow resulting from the design storm 
event. The storm water system is designed primarily to control volume of flow from a specific 
design storm.  Secondarily it is also to minimize the transport and release of sediments, and the 
impact of erosion from storm water flow.     
 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below.   

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Frequency of culvert inspection and cleaning TBD TBD TBD 
Ditch and watercourse inspection - 79 locations 1/month TBD TBD 
Frequency of oil grit separator cleaning TBD TBD TBD 
Storm sewer inspected – CCTV  % system annually TBD TBD TBD 
Pre and post storm event inspections  TBD TBD TBD 
Frequency of culvert inspection and cleaning TBD TBD TBD 
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Culture 
    

Newmarket has a well-connected and vibrant cultural sector where everyone has the opportunity to 
fulfill their creative potential, and where culture supports economic development and contributes to 
quality of life. The Town delivers or supports 300 unique events per year for residents of all ages 
and abilities. Arts and Culture event highlights include:  
 

§ Doors Open Newmarket  
§ Heritage Art Awards  
§ Newmarket Buskerfest  
§ Music in the Park  
§ Newmarket Gala for the Arts  
§ Newmarket in the York Region Multimedia Film Festival  
§ Rhythm @ Riverwalk 

 
Detailed information on Community and Culture planning is found in: 

§ Cultural Master Plan 
§ Public Art Plan 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Old Town Hall - centre 1 $9,365,461  
Newmarket Theatre 1 $5,989,000  
Elman W. Campbell Museum -excludes contents 1 $1,941,000  
Fernbank Farmhouse - Heritage 1 $1,795,500  
Other - equipment  $357,332  
Total    $19,448,293  
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Culture 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Town staff delivers and 
coordinates, community, 
arts and culture events 
and program services in a 
customer- driven, 
accessible, respectful and 
responsive manner.  
 
Culture facilities are fully 
functional, well-
maintained, and clean, 
inside and out, with well 
communicated 
maintenance information. 

Customer Service        
Overall Customer Satisfaction        
Culture Programs and Events >75% 76% TBD 

Culture Facilities TBD TBD TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A TBD TBD 
Access and Capacity       
Unplanned closures - (# events) TBD TBD TBD 
Volunteer Participation # hours  TBD TBD TBD 
Utilization -% of available hours TBD TBD TBD 
Condition and Reliability Target Actual Trend 
 % assets  > Good Condition TBD TBD  TBD 
Maintenance schedule 
compliance 

100% TBD  TBD 
        
        
Safety  Previous Current Trend 
Number of safety incidents - 
annual 

TBD TBD TBD 
        
        

        
Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $2,476,629   TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 20%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $1,994,112   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 10.3%   TBD 
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Culture 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
In the development of the Cultural Master Plan, one of the strongest messages heard is that the 
Town has a leadership role to play as a facilitator for development of the community cultural sector 
in Newmarket. The Town has a role in: 
 

§ Providing places for cultural activities 
§ Publicizing the places others have available 
§ Considering culture in all planning initiatives 
§ Investing and attracting funds for arts and culture initiatives 

 
The Town has a number of initiatives such as plans, policies and procedures to govern the 
management and delivery of community, arts and culture services. This includes:  
 

§ the Public Art Plan 2013-2023; and the  
§ Newmarket Cultural Master Plan 2009-2019. 

 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below.    

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Registered culture program participants (#) TBD TBD TBD 
Fire and Safety Checks - Compliance 100% TBD TBD 
Routine Operations (e.g. cleaning) Schedule Compliance 100% TBD TBD 
Winter Control       
Parking Lots Snow plowing <12 hrs. TBD TBD 
Registered culture program participants (#) TBD TBD TBD 
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Recreation and Community 
    

Recreation and community services are central to quality of life – the personal, social, economic, 
and environmental benefits provided are the essence of a healthy community and individual well-
being.  Recreation and community services provide opportunities for people to be active, offering 
diverse and enjoyable ways to stay healthy and engaged in the community.   Recreation facilities, 
community centres and spaces, provide places for the community to gather, engage and enjoy 
recreation, and community programs and events.  
 
The basis of recommendations and overall creation of the Recreation service level standards and 
objectives involved extensive community engagement and consultation, research and analysis of 
socio-demographic trends, leisure trends, as well as service and facility benchmarking. 
Programming is provided and managed either directly by municipal staff, or indirectly through other 
groups, such as community sport and recreation associations that are supported by the 
municipality through access to facilities. A Youth Strategy outlines youth engagement including 
dedicated space and provision of satellite programming outside of designated space. Similarly, an 
Older Adults Strategy describes services for older age cohorts including a centralized facility and 
programmed space outside of the centralized facility.  

Detailed information on Recreation planning is found in the Town’s Recreation Playbook, available 
online on the Town’s website. 

 

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Youth and Adult Facilities   $7,055,900  
Community Facilities and Spaces   $10,949,112  
Recreation Facilities   $94,689,403  
Other - vehicles/equipment   $1,451,718  
   
Total    $114,146,133  
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Recreation and Community 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

A range of facilities and 
sports fields is provided 
offering convenient 
access, variable amenities 
and features including 
open, passive and 
structured space.  
 
Town staff delivers 
programs and services in 
a customer- driven, 
accessible, respectful and 
responsive manner. 
 
Residents have 
convenient access to 
facilities, programs and 
events, and make good 
use of them. 

Customer Service       
Satisfaction - Recreation Facilities TBD TBD  TBD 
Programs and Events TBD TBD  TBD 

Satisfaction - Community 
Facilities 

TBD TBD  TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of issues - annual N/A TBD  TBD 
Access and Capacity       
Unplanned closures - (# events) TBD TBD  TBD 
Participant Hours/1,000 persons TBD TBD  TBD 
Utilization -% of available hours       
Condition and Reliability       
 % Assets  > Good Condition TBD TBD  TBD 
Maintenance schedule 
compliance 

100% TBD  TBD 
        
        
Safety  Previous Current Trend 

Winter Control - Walks & Lots < 24 hrs TBD  TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 
        

Number of safety incidents - 
annual 

TBD TBD  TBD 

Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $18,314,690
  

 TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 37%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $1,047,265   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 0.9%   TBD 
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Recreation and Community 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
The Town strives to meet regulatory requirements, and these often dictate levels of service 
provided. Building design, construction and maintenance are governed by comprehensive 
standards and codes, including access, air quality, and equipment safety.  
 
Specific guidelines for Recreation are also provided by legislation in Ontario. The National 
Recreation statement states: “The basic role of the municipality is to ensure the availability of the 
broadest range of recreation opportunities for every individual and group consistent with available 
community resources”. Some of the key legislative acts and standards include:  Physical Activity 
and Sport Act, S.C. 2003, c. 2; and Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, S.O. 
2005, c. 11. 
 
In addition a number of policies and procedures provide a framework for decision-making intended 
to promote a common understanding of Council's policy objectives, ensure uniformity in the 
interpretation and implementation of levels of service, and facilitate communication and 
understanding among the public, Council, management and staff. Policies and procedures include 
the Development Charges BY-LAW NUMBER 2014-42. 
 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below. 

Indicator Target Actual  Trend 
Recreation program quality satisfaction increase 5% TBD TBD 
Registered recreation program participants  12,620 13,640 TBD 
Facility emergency incident response e.g. pool closure < 15 

minutes 
TBD TBD 

Building Inspection 2/year   TBD TBD 
Parking Lots Snow plowing <12 hrs TBD TBD 
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Parks and Trails 
    

There are 60 active parks and open spaces, covering more than 900 acres of land in Newmarket.  
Picnic areas, trails, playgrounds, and recreation sports fields like soccer pitches; ball diamonds, 
tennis courts and basketball courts can be found in various parks throughout the Town. As part of 
the Town's commitment to environmental sustainability, pesticides (insecticides, herbicides and 
fungicides) have been eliminated and culturally friendly practices have been adopted. 
 
Objectives in Newmarket’s Official Plan include recognition and encouragement of a system of 
parks, recreational facilities and open spaces that protect and enhance natural areas, provide for 
the reasonable and safe use of natural lands, provide connectivity between both passive and 
active recreational areas or other natural features, and provide opportunities for a continuous and 
linking public trail(s) system that also protect and enhance linkages for the movement of wildlife.  
 
In the Town’s Park’s Policy Development Manual (2012), an overall parkland and open space 
service level standard of 4.0 hectares per 1,000 residents for active parks and passive green 
spaces, distributed amongst park typologies as follows: 
 

§ Town Parks – 1.0 ha per 1,000 
§ Community Parks – 0.5 ha per 1,000 
§ Neighbourhood Parks – 0.7 ha per 1,000 
§ Urban Squares & Plazas – combined with Neighbourhood Parks 
§ Passive Green Space – By Opportunity (not at the expense of active parkland) 

 
Although reported on separately elsewhere, Forestry value has been under this service sector.  

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Parks and passive space   $100,227,864  
Trails    $14,400,000  
Facilities - washrooms   $1,603,135  
Playgrounds, vehicles, equipment   $5,371,400  
Forestry  $26,006,250  
    $147,608,649  
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Parks and Trails 

Customer Levels of Service 
Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Communicate and 
connect with Parks users 
with  
marketing and community 
engagement. 
 
Provide a range of 
different opportunities for 
use (e.g., various walking 
tracks, environments, 
etc.).  
 
Parks, facilities and 
playground equipment is 
well kept and maintained. 
 
 

Customer Service        
Overall Customer Satisfaction  TBD TBD TBD 
        

        
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A TBD  TBD 
Access and Capacity       
Area of Parks - ratio of actual/plan N/A 71%  TBD 
Unplanned closures - (# events) TBD TBD  TBD 
        
Condition and Reliability       
 % Assets  > Good Condition TBD TBD  TBD 
Maintenance schedule 
compliance 

100% TBD  TBD 
        
        
Safety     
Winter Control  - Trails TBD TBD  TBD 
 Previous 

Current 
Current  Trend 

Safety incidents – annual number TBD TBD  TBD 
    

Cost Previous Current Trend 

Operating Cost TBD $5,981,847   TBD 

Cost Recovery % TBD 19%   TBD 

Capital Renewal TBD $1,435,911   TBD 

Renewal Ratio % TBD 1.0%   TBD 
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Parks and Trails 

Technical Levels of Service 

 

    
General services such as turf maintenance - cutting, fertilizing, litter pick-up follows the Parks 
Maintenance Schedule that has been drafted according to historic practices in the Town. The 
classification system is based on primary fields (sports field) and all others.  
 
Forestry services are being developed according to best practice for tree pruning and 
maintenance. Tree maintenance includes among other things, pruning, tree risk management, tree 
removal and treatment to manage pests. 
 
The Town has a number of initiatives such as plans, policies and procedures to govern the 
management and delivery of Parks services. This includes the Town's Official Plan, and the Parks 
Policy Development Manual 2012. 
 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer’s levels of service.  Several examples are provided below.    

Area Target Schedule Actual  Trend 
Trails  Rough Cut 2/season TBD TBD 
Lawn Bowling Greens cutting 3/week TBD TBD 
Sports Fields Lighting Inspection - Replacement – 2/year TBD TBD 
Sports Fields Lighting Priority Replacement - < 2 days TBD TBD 
Parks and Facilities Grass cutting - 1/10 days TBD TBD 
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Forestry 
    

The Tree Policy establishes the Town of Newmarket’s policy for the preservation, protection, 
replacement and enhancement of significant trees on lands subject to a Planning Act Development 
Application. It also sets out general policies for the preservation and enhancement of trees 
throughout Newmarket. Newmarket’s urban canopy is made up of both public and private trees 
and is a valuable infrastructure asset.  
 
The replacement value of Newmarket’s trees exceeds $350,000,000. The 2016 Urban Forestry 
Study showed that these trees help to: 

§ Avoid more than 200,000 cubic meters of water runoff each year, a service valued at nearly 
$500,000.  

§ Reduce erosion, improve air quality, and increase property values.  
§ Reduce residential energy costs by more than $3,000,000 per year.  

 
It is Newmarket’s intention to take a full spectrum approach to tree protection and regulation with 
both policies and by-laws to limit the removal of trees and promote the planting of new trees.  

Type Quantity Replacement Cost 
Forested Conservation Lands 4 Ha $1,088,250  
Trees - Parks and Streets approximate number   12500 $24,918,000  
      
      
   
Total    $26,006,250  
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Forestry 

Customer Levels of Service 

 

Service  Indicator Target Actual Trend 

Newmarket recognizes the 
importance of retention 
and planting of canopy 
trees across the overall 
urban forest.  
 
Using different tree 
species in the urban forest 
to maximize tree health 
and diversity balanced with 
vigour, health and cost of 
individual species. 
 
 

Customer Service        
Overall Customer Satisfaction  TBD TBD TBD 
Compliance to Management Plan  100% TBD TBD 

        
  Previous Current Trend 

Number of complaints-annual N/A TBD  TBD 
Access and Capacity       
Tree Canopy coverage % of Town   12% 9% TBD 
  Previous Current Trend 
Annual New Tree Plantings TBD TBD TBD 
Condition and Reliability       
 % Trees  > Good Condition TBD TBD TBD 
Species Diversity - % TBD TBD TBD 
        
Maintenance schedule compliance 100% TBD  TBD 
Safety        
  Previous Current Trend 
Safety incidents - annual TBD TBD  TBD 
        
        
Cost                        Previous Current Trend 
Operating Cost  TBD  TBD  TBD 
Cost Recovery %  TBD  TBD  TBD 
Capital Renewal  TBD  TBD  TBD 
Renewal Ratio %  TBD  TBD  TBD 
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Forestry 

Technical Levels of Service 

 
 

    
The Town has an evolving system for managing street trees. Effective planning is a key 
component of this system. Recent program developments have made significant gains in line with 
industry standards and practices. To achieve best practice in managing street trees, the next steps 
involve a shift to obtaining and managing data that provide overview of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the urban forest. This enables opportunities for consolidation and improvement to 
be implemented. 
 
Bylaws related to environmental protection include: 
 

§ Woodlot Bylaw  (Schedule 'A' to Woodlot Bylaw): to protect small urban woodlots on 
privately owned lands requiring a permit to injure or destroy trees for woodlots greater than 
1.0 hectares. 

§ Tree Preservation, Protection, Replacement, and Enhancement Policy: addresses trees 
during the development approval process 

§ The York Region Forest Conservation By-law: regulates the removal of trees in certain large 
tracts 

§ The proposed Public Tree Protection By-law: which will regulate the injury or removal of any 
trees owned by the Town of Newmarket. 

 
The Town maintains a range of detailed technical performance indicators that support the 
customer levels of service. To illustrate the performance indicators, several examples are provided 
below.   

Area Target Schedule Actual  Trend 
Street Trees Inspections - 3/year TBD TBD 
Trees EAB- Ash Injections TBD TBD 
Street Trees Block Pruning TBD TBD 
Percentage of street trees of each species  TBD TBD TBD 
Percentage of street trees by diameter class TBD TBD TBD 
     


